A GAME FOR 1 - 6 PLAYERS

Bide your time,
Plan your move,
Unleash your strategy...

CONTENTS
Instruction &
Puzzle BOOKLETS

An assortment of MINI-CARDS:
action cards (green backs),
action/movement cards (gold
backs), & charge cards (black
backs)
30 double sided
CIRCUIT CARDS
(numbered 1-30)
6 coloured
pawns
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AIMS & OVERVIEW
the aim of the game is to
build and manipulate a
circuit board in such a
way as to be able to
move your coloured
pawn to its associated
charge point, thereby
gaining charge. Once
you have charged your
pawn you must deliver
the charge back to the
black
master
node
located on the flip side
of circuit card #1 to win
the game.

The
orange
pawn and
its
associated
charge point
(circuit card #4).
By visiting you
gain charge.

The
orange
pawn
returns
charge via the
orange NODE to
the black MASTER
NODE to win the
game.

By placing CIRCUIT CARDS
directly above or below
one another, or directly to
the side, one can extend
the pathways of a circuitboard and create the game
space in which the game
takes place.
Pathway Node
Passing Point
Node (With
Portal)
Passing
Point
Node

Charge
Point

MASTER Node
Pathway
Card
Number
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To aid you in your task of
winning the game, a variety
of movement, action, and
charge
cards
can
be
collected
and
played,
allowing you to change the
circuit board’s pathways, or
force your opponents to
move when they don’t want
to.
You could just blindly
charge forth, but the board
changes as opponents look
to frustrate your progress
and hasten their own. So,
perhaps it's better to bide
your time and gather as
many resources as possible
before committing to a
movement.

Charge
MINI cards

Selectable
action MINI
cards

Movement
MINI cards

Random
action
MINI cards

SET UP (45s - 1min)
1. Find CIRCUIT card #1 and
place it centrally,
number side up, between
all players.
2. Locate CIRCUIT cards #2
-7. These are CHARGE
POINT cards. Either
shuffle and deal a single
card from this selection
to each player OR let
players choose their
own.

Circuit card
#1

Circuit cards #2 - 7

3. All remaining cards from
this selection are now
removed entirely and
remain unused for the
remainder of the game.
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4. Each player now
takes a pawn of the
colour associated
with the CHARGE
POINT on their
circuit card.
5. Each player now
places their pawn on
the associated
coloured NODE on
circuit card#1
6. The remaining CIRCUIT CARDS (#8-30)
are now shuffled and an additional 3
circuit cards are now dealt to each
player, meaning that they should now
have 4 circuit cards in hand (one of
which has their charge point upon it).
The remaining circuit cards are now
removed entirely from the game.

Here in a 2 player
game, the circuit
cards selected have
a light blue and
orange charge point
respectively, so the
associated
coloured pawns are
taken and then
placed on their
respective coloured
NODES on circuit
card #1

A typical starting
hand of 4 cards,
including a circuit
card with the
player’s charge
point on it.

7. Place all gold backed
MINI cards into their own
deck and shuffle. Place
this deck face down.
8. Sort the green backed
MINI cards into 6 piles
with each pile consisting
of the same action, and
place face up.
9. Set the black backed
MINI charge cards face
up to one side.

SET UP COMPLETE!
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RULES OF PLAY
1. Play proceeds in turns
clockwise, from a
designated first player.
2. At the beginning of every
turn a player chooses 2
mini cards of any
combination of movement
and/or action.
3. Movement and action MINI
cards may be played on the
turn in which they are
received OR may be banked
and played on a
subsequent turn. There is
no lower or upper limit to Any selected combination of 2 mini
the number of movement or
cards is acceptable.
action cards that one may
play during a turn.

Moreover, movement and
action cards can be
played in any order one
wishes to do so.
4. Once a gold backed MINI
card is played it is placed
on a discard pile.
5. Once all gold backed MINI
cards have been taken,
the discard pile is turned
over and used as a new
deck.
6. Once a green backed MINI
card is played it is placed
on a discard pile. As soon
as all of the sorted piles
reach zero then the
green backed MINI discard
pile is turned over and

becomes ‘active’. Any
green backed MINI cards
must now be drawn from
this deck. Once the
discard pile is active,
played green backed MINI
cards are returned to the
sorted area and are
continued to be returned
there until the active
discard deck reaches
zero, at which point
players may now select
from the sorted piles. In
this way the game will go
through periods where
players can choose what
action cards they want
and then periods when
they can’t.
7. In addition to playing

movement or action cards,
a player [should they
still be in possession of
circuit cards] may play a
circuit card - again at
any point during their
turn. (E.g. a player may
play a movement card, an
action card, then a
circuit card and then
subsequent movement and
action cards etc. all in
the same turn - ORDER
DOES NOT MATTER).
Unlike other options, the
playing of a circuit card
to extend the circuit
board is limited to 1 per
turn.
8. Once a player has finished
all of the things that

they wish to do [which may
be absolutely nothing]
then they say or indicate
that they have finished
their turn and the turn
passes to the next player.
9. Once all players have
left circuit card #1 then
it is flipped over (along
any axis, the choice being

determined by the last
player leaving) to display
the MASTER NODE and
cannot have any action
applied to it what-so-ever
(i.e. circuit card#1 remains
in place, unmoved for the
rest of the game). Note
that
in
the
special
instance where the final
pawn moves from circuit
card #1 and wrap-around
would bring them back
onto circuit card#1 (see
p13 for rules on wraparound) then the card
still flips AS the pawn
moves FROM the card,
meaning that the pawn will
arrive via wrap-around on
the reverse side of card#1.
See opposite.

In this set-up the purple pawn is
about to move and via wrap-around
would come back onto circuit
card#1. However, as the purple pawn
leaves, circuit card #1 immediately
flips (longest axis), thus the purple
pawn arrives via wrap-around at the
place shown (below) and so ends up
on the orange node.
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ADDING CIRCUIT CARDS
When playing a circuit card,
it must always connect to
the circuit-board in play.
Any action using a circuit
card must always maintain
the circuit-board as a
whole unit (i.e. it cannot
split it into 2 distinct
areas).
The Diagram to the right
shows a game already in
play. The grey rectangles
denote where a circuit card
can next be played to
extend and develop the
circuit-board.
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MOVEMENT & WRAP-AROUND
A pawn may not move over
another pawn, nor across
the black master node.
Movement occurs from
NODE to ADJACENT NODE
and costs 1 movement
card. Colour of movement
card does NOT matter.
Multiple movement cards
can be played in a single
turn (at once, or played
and interrupted by an
action card and then
more played etc.).
The circuit board
operates on a wraparound structure as
shown in the diagram.

Movement off the board via a letter
links to movement onto the board via
the same letter. (usually on the
opposite side - however, see complex
diagram p15).
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For
example:
On
a
different board set up,
player 2 (light blue pawn)
plays 2 movement cards
which allows the light
blue pawn to move via
wrap-around (A) to the
green NODE (1 movement)
and then again via wraparound (B) to the dark
blue
NODE
(second
movement).
NOTE: the coloured nodes
on the movement cards
have no bearing on moving.
(I.e. 1 movement card regardless of colour provides a movement from
one NODE to any adjacent
NODE), unless INHIBIT has
been played (see p26).

Player 2 plays 2
movement cards to move
their pawn via wraparound a distance of 2
NODES.

For this more
complicated
layout: carefully
study the
following to
ensure that you
understand how
wrap-around
works.
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Compare this
diagram with the
previous one. The
orange charge
point card has
been slid down
and thus affects
the wrap-around.
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GAINING CHARGE

A pawn of associated colour is
on the adjacent NODE next to
its CHARGE POINT.
A single movement card of the
pawn’s colour (or black) must
be played to take the pawn
into the CHARGE POINT AND
return the pawn to the
adjacent NODE. (I.e. the pawn
never really ‘rests’ on the
CHARGE POINT).
So in the diagram, the orange
player has their pawn as
shown, they play a single
orange (or black) movement
card, receive a single charge
and the pawn is now again on
the adjacent NODE next to the
CHARGE POINT.
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DELIVERING CHARGE
To deliver charge one must
approach the black master
node via the node associated
with one’s pawn’s colour.
If playing advanced rules
where multiple charges can be
delivered then for any single
(non final) charge to be
delivered, the use of 1
movement card of any colour
is required.
To deliver multiple charge
AND/OR win the game (i.e. the
final charge to the master
node is being delivered) then a
BLACK NODE MOVEMENT MINI
card is required.
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ACTION CARDS
REMEMBER:
no actions may be performed on circuit card #1

Rotate allows any circuit card to be
rotated by 180 degrees, regardless of
whether it is occupied by pawns or not.

Swap allows the player to swap any 2
circuit cards that make up the circuitboard. The cards must stay in their
original orientation and be free of pawns.
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Flip allows the player to flip any card
over, provided that it is free of pawns. The
flip must occur along the longest axis of
the card (see diagram). Note when Circuit
Card #1 becomes free of pawns it may be
flipped across either axis, the choice of
which is left to the player who is the last
to leave.
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Slide allows a player to slide any edge card
of the circuit-board along/around a single
outside edge of another circuit card,
provided that in so doing the circuit-board is
not split into 2 distinct and separate regions.
Pawns may occupy the card being slid.
The diagram shows all
of the possible ‘slide’
moves for all of the
circuit cards in this
set-up that are allowed
to slide.
Note that sliding any
of the other circuit
cards will cause the
play space to separate
into 2 distinct, non
connected, areas.
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Force + movement cards: allows a player to
force an opponent’s pawn to an adjacent
NODE or further, dependent upon the
number of movement cards used.
NOTE: the movement cards must have a
BLACK NODE or be of the same colour as
the opponent’s pawn.
This play will force any
opponent’s
pawn
to
an
adjacent NODE.

Either of these 2 plays will force the dark
blue pawn to move a distance of 2 NODES
22

PORTAL

PORTAL

Portal allows a player to ‘jump’ from any
NODE to a portal NODE provided they have
the corresponding coloured movement card
(or Black) for the portal they are jumping
to.

Portal + force: allows a player to
forcefully portal an opponent’s pawn. It
requires the use of 2 movement cards. One,
the colour corresponding to the opponent’s
pawn, the second corresponding to the
colour of the portal node to which the
pawn is being forced. This combination may
be played with additional movement cards
as described above on p22.
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INHIBIT

Inhibit can be played by any player at any
time EVEN when it is not their turn. The
action card is played against a player and
restricts that player’s movements such
that they may only move onto NODES if
they have a matching coloured NODE (or
Black) on their movement card. In addition,
an inhibited player may NOT use portals.
The restrictions of inhibit can be removed
either by a free action card OR by
expending a unit of charge, if one is
carried. Alternatively, inhibit expires
after 3 turns - i.e. at the beginning of the
4th turn of the player who has been
inhibited, the player is now free.

Free removes the restrictions imposed by
inhibit.
FREE

Exchange allows a player to take 1 unit of
charge from an opponent’s charged pawn
provided that they occupy adjacent NODES.
The opponent’s pawn effectively acts as a
charge point.
EXCHANGE

In advanced play - co-op/comp mode,
exchange allows a player to give ANY
amount of charge to another player’s pawn
provided that they occupy adjacent nodes.
If charge is removed from a player then the
colour of the charge is changed - i.e. the
charge cards are simply representative of
which pawn is carrying charge. Charge
itself is not colour associated. However, in
advanced play, to keep track of where a
charge has come from, then keeping the
charge card associated with the colour of
the node it has been acquired from can be
useful.
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ADVANCED PLAY
Once players are familiar
and confident with initial
game play then advanced
play
options
may
be
implemented.
Amongst
additional rules to make
strategic
play
more
sophisticated, these options
include co-op/comp play and
the use of multiple charges
to win the game.
MULTIPLE CHARGE
Instead of a single charge
required to win the game,
the amount of charge
required can be agreed at
the outset. If implementing
a requirement for multiple

charges,
then
players
should adopt the following
changes:
ALTERNATIVE USE OF
CHARGE POINTS.
Players may accrue 1 single
charge from any other
player’s charge point but
must deliver this to the
MASTER NODE before taking
another single charge from
any of the other player’s
charge points. They are,
however, free to gain
additional multiple charges
from their own charge point
at any time. NOTE for
gameplay to work slight

adjustments have to be made
to the rules regarding
charging and delivery:
If a player is gaining charge/
multiple charge from their
own charge point then any
movement card per charge
accrued is acceptable. If
however
they
have
a
movement card which is
black or of their associated
colour
then
they
may
accrue multiple charges at
once.
If a player is gaining charge
from an opponent’s charge
point then they must use a
black or a colour movement
card associated with the
opponent’s charge point.

For delivery of
charges see p18.

multiple

TEAM PLAY (CO-OP/COMP)
With 4 or 6 players, players
team up, working together
to try to beat the opposing
team(s). In this instance,
players that team up should
not sit next to one another
but be evenly spaced around
the group. Players may
discuss tactics and freely
exchange any movement or
action cards but not charge
or circuit cards. Charge
can be transferred via
exchange actions (see p25).
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MORE SOPHISTICATED SET
UP AND ADDITIONAL TURN
RULE
At set up, prior to the first
turn, players pass their
circuit card with their
charge point to the player
sitting to their right. If
implementing this change
then the following rule
must also be implemented:
Players MUST play a circuit
card every turn until they
no longer have any in hand.
RULES
FOR
CARD USAGE

RESTRICTED

A maximum of six mini cards
only are allowed to be

played
turn.

during

a

player’s

A maximum of 8 mini cards
only are allowed to be held
at any one time. This
includes
charge
cards,
where the amount of charge
is representative of the
same number of mini cards.
Once a player reaches their
maximum of 8 mini cards they
may continue to draw from
the selection piles and
movement deck but must
make a decision regarding
what to discard back to the
respective piles.
For video examples of gameplay and rules,
please check out our website:

bloodmoongamesltd.com
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